ABSTRACT

Reading is a process that is carried and used by readers to get the message, to be delivered by the author through the medium of words or written language. One way to increase creativity in learning to read that with their techniques to evoke the spirit of learners. Mechanical exchanges sentence was quite effective in enhancing creativity in the process of learning to read.

Based on this background, the authors are interested in doing research with the title: "Learning to Interpret Meaning Short Stories Text by Using Techniques Stock sentence in Class XI SMAN 18 Bandung". The problem in this research are: 1) Can the author plan, implement, and assess learning to interpret the meaning of the text short story by clicking on the sentence exchange technique using a class XI student of SMAN 18 Bandung? 2) can the class XI student of SMAN 18 Bandung interpret the meaning of the text short story? 3) Effective exchange techniques applied in teaching sentence menginterpre-tation of the text's meaning short stories in class XI student of SMAN 18 Bandung?

The hypothesis that the writer formulated as follows: 1) The author is able to plan, implement, and assess learning to interpret the meaning of the text short story by using the technique exchanges sentences in class XI student of SMAN 18 Bandung. 2) The students of class XI SMAN 18 Bandung is able to interpret the meaning of the text short story. 3) Mechanical exchanges sentence effectively used in learning clicking interpretation of the meaning of the text short story by using the technique exchanges sentences in class XI student of SMAN 18 Bandung.

The research method that I use is experimental method with engineering literature study, observation, testing, testing, and analysis techniques. The results of his research as follows.
1. The author is able to plan, implement, and assess learning menginter-pretation of the meaning of the text short story by using the technique exchanges sentences in class XI student of SMAN 18 Bandung. This is evidenced by the value of planning and implementation 3.90 3.60 and an average value of 3.75.
2. MIA 3 Class XI SMAN 18 Bandung is able to interpret the meaning of the text short story. This is evidenced by the average value of pretest and posttest 75.2 40.6 30.4 With the rise.
3. Technical exchanges sentence effectively used in learning to interpret the meaning of the text short story in class XI SMAN 18 Bandung. This is evident from the results of statistical calculation $t_{count}$ $t_{table} \geq 4.55 \geq 2.0$ at a rate of 95% and by 21 db.

Based on these results, the authors conclude that the author did successful learning.
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